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ACOUSTICS
RESEARCH
INSTITUTE

ABOUT US

RESEARCH

Acoustics is the science of mechanical waves in gases,
liquids, and solids. It deals with the interaction between
sounds, objects, humans and animals, including sound
perception and production.

PHYSICAL & COMPUTATIONAL ACOUSTICS

The Acoustics Research Institute (ARI) is committed to
application-oriented fundamental research in the ﬁeld
of acoustics. Addressing the research demands, ARI
consists of seven groups working in close collaboration.
Each of the groups is active in both fundamental and
applied research, aiming for scientiﬁc excellency
particularly in interdisciplinary projects.
Our research results are implemented in various
software systems and published in top-ranked journals,
thus reﬂecting the quality of our research. We cooperate
with academic and industrial partners. We are in the
unique position in Austria to oﬀer comprehensive
education in many ﬁelds of acoustics.

We work on the development and application of
computational methods to describe physical interactions
between sounds and objects. Our research includes
models of the dynamics of structures, sound ﬁelds, and
vibrations with applications in environmental noise
control, automotive audio, auditory perception, and
speech production.
MATHEMATICS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING IN
ACOUSTICS
We develop innovative
mathematical methods
for various applications
by connecting frame and
operator theory with
acoustics. For example,
our results allow to design frames with variable
time-frequency resolution ﬁnding application
in the development of a
new class of models for
auditory perception.

PSYCHOACOUSTICS &
EXPERIMENTAL AUDIOLOGY
We study auditory perception in acoustic
(normal and impaired) and electric
hearing. While focusing on spatial
hearing, we investigate not only sound
localization and auditory scene analysis,
but also time-frequency masking, spectral
proﬁling, and speech perception in noise.
Our equipment allows us to test cochlearimplant listeners via bilateral direct
stimulation, to measure the listenerspeciﬁc ﬁltering eﬀects of head and
pinna, and to perform studies in terms of
binaural virtual acoustics.

Simulated Noise
at the ear

MUSICALITY AND BIOACOUSTICS

Frequency representations of
a bird song

ACOUSTIC PHONETICS
We analyze and interpret speech with respect to their
production, perception, and social and regional attribution.
Language varieties are described by means of acoustic
speech parameters and integrated into a phonological
theory. Our results ﬁnd application in speech technology,
clinical phonetics, and speaker recognition.
SOFTWARE & HRTF DATABASE
A famous example of our development is STx. Focused
on signal processing, it was designed to cope with large
sound databases and provides capability to process
multichannel audio signals in real time.
Further software developments are ExpSuite, AMToolbox
and LTFAT. Our publicly available HRTF database
provides data of over 200 listeners.

Acoustics is the primary way humans communicate
with one another, but acoustic communication is
not unique to our species. We study the perception,
production, and enjoyment
of sound across species via
animal behaviour. Our goal
is to understand what drives
animals to develop complex
acoustic displays like language
and music in humans. On
this basis we investigate what
aspects of music are uniquely
human and why humans may
have developed these abilities.
MACHINE LEARNING FOR ACOUSTICS
We develop the theory and application of machine
learning and artiﬁcial intelligence, with a particular focus
on solutions for problems in acoustics. The collaboration
of scientists from diﬀerent disciplines on these topics
enables the development of innovative methods, e.g., for
the classiﬁcation and generation of audio signals such as
speech or music. On the other hand, our interdisciplinary
approach yields fundamental theoretical contributions
to the ﬁeld of machine learning, such as results on the
information ﬂow in artiﬁcial neural networks.

